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To the Golden Corral Corporation for their continued commitment to honoring outstanding ProStart educators.

To Karen Hotaling and Floyd Thompkins of Lifelong Learning, LLC for their support and skill in helping us define “The ProStart Way.”

And to Hunter Wynne and the original Little Dudes for the inspiration.

THANK YOU! Without you this book would not have been possible. As you flip through these pages we hope that the dedication of everyone who worked on this project shines through.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #1
SHOW UP, ON TIME, AND WORK AS SCHEDULED.
THE PROSTART WAY:
SUCCESS TIP #2

DEMONSTRATE A POSITIVE ATTITUDE.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #3

BE PLEASANT, COURTEOUS AND PROFESSIONAL WITH EVERYONE.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #4

MAINTAIN APPROPRIATE PERSONAL HYGIENE AND GROOMING.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #5

ALWAYS MAINTAIN A PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE.
THE PROSTART WAY:
SUCCESS TIP #6

FOLLOW ALL PROSTART PROGRAM RULES AND PROCEDURES.

DO NOT WARM HANDS IN MASHED POTATOES.
THE PROSTART WAY:
SUCCESS TIP #7

TREAT UNEXPECTED SITUATIONS AS OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN.

EVEN WET ONES!
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #8

BE WILLING TO LEARN NEW ASSIGNMENTS AND PROCEDURES.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #9

ACT RESPONSIBLY IN FULFILLING OBLIGATIONS.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #10

INTERACT RESPECTFULLY AND COOPERATIVELY WITH ALL OTHERS REGARDLESS OF RACE, GENDER, RELIGION, ETC.

MMMMM.... COOKIES!
YOU'RE MAKING HOLLANDAISE - NO SUGAR!

YES, CHEF! I'LL PUT THAT SUGAR AWAY AND MAKE SURE TO USE SALT IN MY SAUCE!

THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #11
RESPOND APPROPRIATELY TO POSITIVE & NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.
GREAT JOB BUT
NEXT TIME, A
LITTLE LESS SALT

THE PROSTART WAY:
SUCCESS TIP #12
ACCEPT CONSTRUCTIVE
IDEAS AND FEEDBACK.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #13

USE TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL MEDIA APPROPRIATELY.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #14
TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR WORK.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #15
CHAMPION EVERYONE.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #16

BE A TEAM PLAYER AND TEAM SUPPORTER.
HEY LITTLE DUDES!
I'M PROUD TO REPRESENT AWESOME STATE!

THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #17

REPRESENT YOURSELF, YOUR SCHOOL AND YOUR STATE WITH HONOR.

WE CAN'T WAIT TO COMPETE FOR AWESOME STATE WHEN WE'RE BIG LIKE YOU!
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #18

DO YOUR BEST WORK, 110%.

THE 110% BISTRO

CHEF SALAD .......... $10
LOBSTER, WITH FRESH GREENS .......... $25
CHEESECAKE .......... $8

WOW THIS PLACE IS SO GOOD & POPULAR!

THE GOOD ENOUGH CAFE

Uh a sandwich .......... $75
Water .......... $15
Bread I guess .......... $20
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #19

UNDERSTAND THE CHAIN OF COMMAND.
THE PROSTART WAY: SUCCESS TIP #20

WORK WELL AS PART OF A TEAM.